Showcase

DEIA Goal Cohort Showcase

February 9, 2022 | 9:30 am-10:45 am
https://osu.zoom.us/j/9869225213?pwd=cVpWYm1CTEVXOFNUSkg0aTF1Z3FVZz09

About the Showcase

The DEIA Goal Cohort pilot (2020-2021) supported five faculty volunteers to identity, scope, and advance a Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and Accessibility (DEIA) annual goal through a supportive community of practice in 2021. For more than a year, the DEIA Goal Cohort met quarterly to actively share, celebrate, describe, and discuss what has helped DEIA work advance and what is still missing.

Join us for a morning of vibrant discussion and reflection with the DEIA Cohort as they look back on a year of DEIA work in action.

Panelists

- **Sherab Chen**, E-Resources Metadata and Discovery Librarian
- **Leta Hendricks**, African American, African Studies, and Comparative Studies Librarian
- **Jessica Page**, Head of the Science Librarians Cohort, Head of the Hodesson Veterinary Medical Library
- **Mara Frazier**, Curator of Dance
- **Daniel Dotson**, Head of Orton Memorial Library of Geology & Gardner Family Map Room, Mathematical Sciences Librarian, and Science Education Specialist

Moderated by

- **Pamela Espinosa de los Monteros**, Latin American, Iberian, and Latino/a Studies Librarian
- **Beth Black**, Undergraduate Engagement Librarian

A project co-sponsored by the IDEAS Committee and Faculty Advisory Council (FAC) of University Libraries